**SMOKE OR FIRE IN THE COMPUTER ROOM 1275**

**HALON IN MANUAL MODE**

If it is **not safe**, Exit the computer room through the **nearest** exit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF THIS OCCURS:</th>
<th>DO THIS:</th>
<th>OR DO THIS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **BLUE STROBE & PULSATING HORN** | **LEVEL 1 ALARM**<br>
- HSSD level 1 or 2, (low or medium levels of smoke)<br>- HSSD level 2, Blowers are shut down | **SMOKE OR FIRE?** Activate fire alarm.<br>- Locate source<br>- Remove power to system (EPO if necessary)<br><br>**FIRE REMAINS AFTER POWER REMOVED?**<br>- Use extinguisher if it is safe to do so<br><br>**NEED IMMEDIATE HALON RELEASE?**<br>- Pull Halon MANUAL RELEASE; exit room<br>- MANUAL MODE will not allow automatic Halon release | **IS THE ISSUE RESOLVED?**<br>- You know what caused this alarm and the cause (short circuit, dusty work) has been resolved, or does not require Halon release<br>- Stay near HALON ABORT BUTTON<br>- If red strobe and continuous horn activated, PRESS AND HOLD Halon ABORT BUTTON |
| **BLUE AND YELLOW STROBES, & PULSATING HORN** | **LEVEL 2 ALARM**<br>
- HSSD level 3 (high level of smoke)<br>- Lieberts shut down<br>- EPO activated | **FIRE REMAINS AFTER AUTO EPO?**<br>- Use extinguisher if it is safe to do so<br><br>**NEED IMMEDIATE HALON RELEASE?**<br>- Pull Halon MANUAL RELEASE; exit room<br>- MANUAL MODE will not allow automatic Halon release | **IS THE ISSUE RESOLVED?**<br>- You know what caused this alarm and the cause (short circuit, dusty work) has been resolved, or does not require Halon release<br>- Stay near HALON ABORT BUTTON<br>- If red strobe and continuous horn activated, PRESS AND HOLD Halon ABORT BUTTON |
| **RED STROBE & CONTINUOUS HORN ONLY AFTER MANUAL RELEASE** | **LEVEL 3 ALARM**<br>
- Halon release in 30 seconds<br>- building alarm activated | **HALON RELEASE NEEDED?**<br>- MANUAL MODE will not allow automatic Halon release<br>- Pull Halon MANUAL RELEASE; exit room<br><br>**HALON RELEASE IN 30 SECONDS!**<br>- Exit computer room | **IS THE ISSUE RESOLVED?**<br>- You know what caused this alarm and the cause (short circuit, dusty work) has been resolved, or does not require Halon release<br>- Stay near HALON ABORT BUTTON<br>- If red strobe and continuous horn activated, PRESS AND HOLD Halon ABORT BUTTON |
| **FIRE ALARM BELL & CLEAR STROBE** | **BUILDING FIRE ALARM** | **NO OTHER STROBES FLASHING; NO PULSATING HORN?**<br>- Most likely a fire alarm has been activated elsewhere in the building<br>- Stop work and exit the building |